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1. INTRODUCTION 
In Winter [7], a certain class of Lie algebras, s~*mmrtric Lie a&bras, 
and a corresponding class of combinatorial structures, Lie root~~stems. arc 
introduced and studied independently. They are then interrelated, making 
it possible to study symmetric Lie algebras using Lie rootsystems. This is 
undertaken in Winter [4, 63 where further esults on Lie rootsystems arc 
obtained and used to study simpie symmetric Lie algebras and two large 
classes of Lie algebras generalizing the Albert-Zassenhaus Lie algebras and 
the Kaplansky Lie algebras. 
The Lie algebras and structures to which we refer are the symmetric Lie 
algebras and the Lie rootsystems which we define in Definitions 1.1 I.4 
below. And the system of roots corresponding to a given symmetric Lie 
algebra to which we refer is the one we then describe in Theorem 1.5. 
The purpose of this paper is to use the classification of Lie rootsystems 
of low rank to gain access to the structure of the automorphism group of 
a symmetric Lie algebra L; and then we use the theory of algebraic groups 
and the theory of Lie rootsystems to pro\- .pthe following theorem, which 
expresses the structure of a symmetric Lie aigebra L in terms of a classica! 
Lie algebra L,S, a semisimple symmetric Lie algebra Lw whose root system 
is a Witt rootsystem (defined below) and solvable ideals. In the case of a 
ground field of characteristic 0, the theorem simply says that a symmetric 
Lie algebra of characteristic 0 is of the form L = L, @ Solv L with L, semi- 
simple, which follows from Levi’s Theorem. So. we restrict ourselves in this 
paper to the much more difficult context of a ground field k of prime 
characteristic p > 3 (and sometimes 7). 
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THEOREM 5.1. Let (L, H) be a symmetric Lie algebra over a field of 
characteristic p > 7. Assume that (L, H) has no section of type T,. Then 
(L, H) has a subalgebra L w and an ideal I such that 
(1) L = L w + I and L w/Solv L w is a symmetric Lie algebra with Witt 
rootsystem isomorphic to RW and Lw n I c Solv L w; 
(2) Z has a “Levi decomposition” I= L,@ Solv I where S is any classi- 
cal complement of R w in R, L, is a classical Lie algebra of type S, and 
(Solv I)2 is nilpotent. 
1.1. DEFINITION. Given a Lie algebra L = C,, R L, (Cartan decomposi- 
tion of L relative to a specified split Cartan subalgebra H= L,), we let 
L~J = {x E L, 1 [h, x] = a(h) x for all h E L,}. 
1.2. DEFINITION. A symmetric Lie algebra with symmetric Cartan sub- 
algebra H = Lo is a finite dimensional Lie algebra L = CnE R L, such that 
a( [ L’,, Li] ) # 0 for all nonzero roots a E R. 
We will refer to a symmetric Lie algebra L with symmetric Cartan 
subalgebra H as the symmetric Lie algebra (L, H). 
1.3. DEFINITION. A rootsystem is a pair (I’, R) where I/ is a vector-space 
and R is a finite subset of V containing 0 and spanning V which has a sym- 
metry r,(v) = v - a’(v) a (VE V) for each nonzero aE R, the conditions 
defining “symmetry” being: 
(1) a0 E Hom,( V, k) and a’(a) = 2; 
(2) r,(R,(a)) = R,(a) for every bounded a-orbit R,(a) (b E R). 
In the above definition, R (a) denotes the maximal string {b - ra, . . . . 
b + qa} of a-consecutive roots containing b, which is unbounded if it has p 
(the maximum possible number of) elements and bounded otherwise. 
The rank of the root system R is the dimension of I’, whereas the z-rank 
of R is the rank of its groupoid dual 
Hom(R, Z)= {f :“R-+Zl f(a+b)=f(a)+f(b) 
whenallofa,b,a+bareinR}. 
The set Rn Za of elements of R that are integral multiples of a is 
denoted by Ra and is called the l-section determined by a. Note that Za 
has p elements if a is not zero, since the characteristic is p > 0. 
For a nonzero root a, we introduce the following terminology: 
(1) If Ra = Za, then a is called a Witt root and Ra is said to be of 
type W, (since it is isomorphic to the system of roots of a Witt algebra of 
rank 1). 
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(2) If Ra = ( -a, 0, a}, then a is called a classical root and 
to be of type A, (since it is isomorphic to the system of roots Q 
Lie algebra of type A,). 
This leads us to rootsystems that play a key role in studying symmetric Lie 
algebras. 
EFnwIoN. A Lie rootsystem is a ro~tsystem (V, 
(1) is the union of the subsets 
RW= (aERIa=OoraisaWittroot) 
and 
(2) for every Witt root a E RW, the a-orbit Ja) of any root b has 
1, p - 8, or p elements. 
In particular, any nonzero rootsystem in the sense of 1.3 all of whose 
roots are classical or 0 is a Lie rootsystem called a cfussical rootsystem, 
condition (2) of 1.4 being satisfied vacuously in 
rootsystem all of whose roots are Witt roots is 
Classical rootsystems play a key role in this pa 
frequent appearance in the structure theory and because they are the root- 
systems of the classical Lie algebras (cf. Theorem 2.2). Witt rootsystems 
also play a key role, as we see from the mam structure theorem 
Theorem 5.1. 
Using the representation theory for the simple rank 4 sy 
algebras (the classical nd Witt simple Lie algebras of rank 1 
mg is proved. 
1.5. THEOREM (Winter [7]). For any symmetric Lie algebra L= 
Casda, (6 RI= (G, RI is a Lie rsot syslem, L,* being the dual space 
Qf LO. 
In order to study the rootsystem locally, two roots at a time, as a tool 
to use in studying it globally, the rank two Lie rootsystems are determine 
by classifying the possibilities forpairs of roots. These possibilities forroot 
pairs can be represented by the root pair types 
ere, the parameters m and n are neede to take into account all 
possibilities forcertain Cartan integers of t airs of BOO@ as describe 
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TABLE I 
Possibilities forPairs of Independent Roots a, b, Up to Change of Signs 
No. Diagram Recognition conditions on a and b Type of Rab no(b) b’(a) 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
8. 
9. 
10. 
11. 
a, b E R’, R,(a) = {b} 
a, b E R’, a*(b) b*(u) = 1 
a, b E R’, u*(b) b*(u) = a”(b)/b*(a) = 2 
a, b E R’, u*(b) b*(a) = u*(b)/b*(a) = 3 
UE R”, be R’, R,(a) = {b) 
a, b E R’, R,(a) = jb) 
a,bER’, R,(u)=Za+b 
aER”,beR’,u+beR 
WZ 
W@A 
a, b E R’, u*(b) b*(u) = 4, u*(b)/b*(a) = 1 W@A 
u, b E R”, so(b) b’(u) = 4 s2 
aeR’,bER’,a+bER’ i-2 
AvA 
A2 
B2 
G2 
WvA 
wvw 
00 
-1 -1 
-2 -1 
-3 -1 
00 
00 
-m --n 
-m 0 
-2 -2 
-m -4/m 
0 -rn 
Table I taken from Winter [7]. In the diagrams given in the table, black 
nodes represent classical roots and white nodes represent Witt roots. 
This classification of root pairs induces a classification of Lie rootsystems 
of rank 2 (those generated by 2 but no fewer roots). Since the isomorphism 
type of a rank 2 Lie rootsystem does not change when only the parameters 
of the 2 roots generating it are changed, the isomorphism types of rank 2 
rootsystems are obtained by simply dropping the parameters. So, the 
isomorphism types can be represented as 
AI VAI> AZ, 4, Gz, W, v A,, W,, W,OAl, ss, T2=Sz(A,). 
The last of these, the Lie rootsystem T2 = S,(A,), deserves pecial atten- 
tion at this time because of the role it does not play in this paper: 
Henceforth, we assume that there are no 2-sections of type T2 in 
the Lie rootsystem of the symmetric Lie algebra under study. 
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The reasons for making this assumption are that no symmetric Lie 
having Tz as its Lie rootsystem is known to exist, and that we ne 
our methods to work. 
The Lie rootsystem T2= S,(A,) that we have just banished is the Lie 
S,(R) = S, + R introduced in Winter [7] where iz = 2 and. 
re S, is the rootsystem 
(0) u {(Y,, “.) Y,,)lYlf ... Jrr,#O) 
(where the yl, . . . . Y,, Lie in the prime field) and is any Lie rootsystem 
contained in 
ur 1, . ..) Yn)lrl+ .‘. +r,=O) 
(where the y1 + ... + Y,, lie in the prime field). So, 
;r,=S,+((L -1L(O,O),(-1,1))= 2u (CL -1h i-L 1,). 
It is a rootsystem having p(p - 1) Witt roots and two classical roots F a. 
Given this classification, which gives the possibilities forthe Zsecliovns 
of e (rootsystems of the symmetric sub of toral rank 2 of L 
determined by two roots), general results ut symmetric Lie algebras 
are proved in Winter [7] and then applied in 
following results: 
a. classification of all irreducible Witt rootsystems of ranks I, 2, 
and 3; 
b. classification of all irreducible Witt rootsystems having no sections 
s,, Wl@(W, v WI); 
c. the rootsystem of any simple nonclassical symmetric Lie algebra 
having no 2-section T2 is a Witt rootsystem; 
d. classification of the rootsystems of the gene&ix 
Albert-Zassenaus Lie Algebras for p > 3; 
e. classification f th,e rootsystems of the classical AlkeG 
Zassenhaus-Kaplansky Lie algebras for p > 3; 
f. construction of a Weyi group W( stem R of a 
symmetric Lie algebra which, when the Car singular, acts 
transitively on certain classical complements S (certain maximal classical 
s~brootsystems of R), 
Now, in this paper, we pursue the structure of sym 
from another vantage point, that of its automorp 
Although it is elementary that Aut L is an algebraic grou 
imensional Lie algebra L, it is rare that much more is known about Aut 
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L for general classes of Lie algebras of characteristic p. A notable exception 
is when L is a classical Lie algebra, in which case the existence of inner 
automorphisms is assured by the shortness of the lengths of root strings. 
This is explained in Seligman [2, Chap. III, pp. 50-721 which is devoted to 
determining the automorphism groups of the classical Lie algebras. 
In this paper, we make use of the theory of Lie rootsystems and their 
classification f rlow ranks to prove, subject o the assumption that there 
be no 2-section of type T,, that the lengths of root strings of cZussicaZ roots 
are at most 4. For p > 7, this has rather strong implications for Aut L, 
namely that it is quite large and that much can be said about its structure 
in terms of certain special subgroups. The full power of the theory of 
algebraic groups now can be brought into play in studying L, since L is 
built from pieces having counterparts in Aut L. It is harnessing the power 
of the theory of algebraic groups in this way that lies at the heart of the 
proof of the structure theorem of Section 5. 
2. PRELIMINARIES 
Throughout the paper, k is a field of prime characteristic p, L is a Lie 
algebra, and L = C,, R L, is a Cartan decomposition where the Cartan 
subalgebra is H = L,. We take the point of view throughout the paper that 
we are working with a fixed Lie algebra L and a fixed Cartan subalgebra 
H of it, never to be changed in the discussion. So, we are really studying 
Lie algebras relative to given Cartan subalgebras. 
Assume next that L is a symmetric Lie algebra. We regard the root- 
system R of L as a subset of the k-span V of R in the vector space of 
functions from L, to k. By Theorem 1.5, (R, V) is a Lie rootsystem. The 
type of (L, H) is just the isomorphism class or type of its rootsystem R. For 
example, if R is of type W,, then L is of type W,. 
If S is a subrootsystem of R, then Ls, defined below, is a symmetric Lie 
algebra with Cartan subalgebra H,, also defined below, and rootsystem S. 
2.1. DEFINITION. L,=C,,,-jo) (CL,, L-J +L,) and H,=C,.s-cOI 
II-L L-J. 
The intersection Ra 1 .. . uk of R with Za, @ . . . @ Za, is a Lie rootsystem 
for any roots a,, . . . . uk, called a k-section. We have seen in Section 1 that 
the types of possible 2-sections are 
AI v A,, A,, B,, Gz, W, v A,, W,, W,OAl, Sz, T2. 
If S is the k-section S= Ra, . . . akr the subalgebra L, is a k-section of L. 
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Then L, is a symmetric Lie algebra with rootsystem S and the type of L, 
is just the isomorphism type of S. 
Recall from Section 1 that R w denotes the set of roots a E 
a, 2a, . . . . (p - 1) a 
are also in R, the set of Witt roots of R; and 
cal roots of R. The set RW of Witt roots is a Witt rootsyste 
in ion 1. So, by Winter [7], the possible types of I-, 2-, a 
of are 
WI, w,, s2, w,, W,Q(Wl ” WI), W,QS,, s,> &O( 
and joins (unions of pieces haring exactly one element in common, n 
0) of two or more of these. Moreover, if there are no sections of t 
or W, v W,), the irreducible components of RW are finite vector spaces 
need the following results of Winter [4, 71. 
2.2. THEOREM (Winter[7]). A Lie rootsystem R is ~s~rnor~h~c to the root- 
system of a classical Lie algebra if and olzly $ it is a classical rootsystem as 
defined in Section 1 (that is, a nonzero rootsystem all of whose nonzero roots 
are classical.) 
2.3. THEOREM (Winter[7]). The rootsystem 
algebra L is classical if and only if 
of a symmetric Lie 
L,= c (C-LLJ+LJ 
UER-{0} 
is classical with classical Cartan subalgebra 
2.4. THEOREM (Winter [4,7]). Let R be a Lie rootsystem which has no 
section of type T,, and let b E R be any classical root of R. Then 
1. R has a splitting f at b, that is, a rn~~~~~g f: such that 
(i) f(a)=0 if and only ifa~R~; 
(ii) f’ =f; 
(iii) f(a)‘(f(c))=aO(c) for all aE 
2. for any splitting f of R, S =f (R) is a classical rootsystem alad 
RERW+S; 
3. Any two splittings f,f’ are uniquely isomorphic; that is, there exists 
a unique isomorphism W : f (R) --f ‘( ssical rootsystems such that 
W(c)-c~R~for all cef(R). 
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If we let f be any splitting frthe rootsystem R of a symmetric Lie algebra 
L, we get a classical rootsystem S=f(R). We’ll refer to any S obtained in 
this fashion as a classical complement of R. By Theorem 2.3, the corre- 
sponding Lie subalgebra L, defined below is a classical Lie algebra with 
classical Cartan subalgebra H,. 
2.5. DEFINITION. For any classical complement S of R, the classical Lie 
algebra (L,, H,) where 
Ls= c (CL -Ll+U 
aes- {O} 
and H, = Ls n H is called a classical complement of L. 
Although there is a classical complement L, of L for any classical com- 
plement S of its rootsystem, we define only one Witt core, in the sense 
given below, since R W is a subrootsystem of the rootsystem of L. 
2.6. DEFINITION. The Witt core of a symmetric Lie algebra (L, H) is the 
subalgebra LW=CaER~([L,, L-,1 +L,). 
3. THE GROUPS Aut L AND Inner Aut(L, H) 
In this section, we study the group Aut L of automorphisms of a 
symmetric Lie algebra L. As a backdrop to this study, we fix a symmetric 
Cartan subalgebra H and corresponding Lie rootsystem R of L. Using R 
and its properties, we introduce the subgroup InnerAut(L, H) of inner 
automorphisms of L with respect o H. We also introduce some important 
subgroups of it. These are algebraic groups and their Lie algebras come 
into play during the discussion. By using their Lie algebras, we are able to 
get the structure of L by going to Aut L, using properties of algebraic 
groups and then transferring important information back. 
In order to be sure that we can -construct automorphisms from inner 
derivations by the method given below, we assume for the remainder of the 
paper that R has no 2-section T2 and that p > 7. 
Consider any roots a E RC, b E R, and the section Rab determined by 
them. If Rab is reducible, then the a-orbit R,(a) of b is {b}. If Rab is 
irreducible, then Rab is isomorphic to one of 
A,, AZ, 4, G,, A, 0 W,, 
since T2 is excluded by hypthesis, and all other rank 2 Lie rootsystems 
contain no classical roots. In every case, the cardinality 1R,(a)1 of the 
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a-orbit R,(a) of b is at most 4. This is well 
Jacobson [I, p. 117-J In the remaining case, 
so that it is isomorphic to (a, 0, -a} 0 (0, c, .~.9 (p- 1) c>, by Winter 
In this case, it is also true since the only coefficients m of linear combina- 
tions ma + OCEAN 0 W, are - 1, 0, 1. It follows that (ad x)~ =O for ah 
xEL, (aeRC). 
Since we’ve assumed that p > 7, we have 4 < (p - 1 j/2 and it follows that 
exp(ad x), for a E RC and x E L,, is contained in the a~tomor~h~sm group 
G = Aut L of L. So, for any classical root a and any x E L,, the alge 
group G contains the subgrqup 
u,= {exp fX/Ek) 
As a homomorphic image (as a group and as an algebrai variety) 
closed connected additive group kx, U, is a closed connected subgr 
G. It follows from the theory of algebraic groups that for any subs 
the subgroup G, of G generated by the union of all U, which x E L, 
r some a E X n RC is a closed connected subgroup of L. e now sin?& 
out certain of these groups of special interest to us here. 
3.1. DEFINITION. The group G, is called the grozrp of i 
rn~~~~~srns of L with respect o H and is deno 
a classical complement of R, then 6, is call 
Aut &. 
inter [4], we defined %3(X) for any Xc R to be the su sup of the 
automorphism group Aut R of R generated by (Ye 1 b E Xn 
defined o(X) to be the subgroup of Aut R generated by 
1; and we 
1 r,r,+,lbEXnRC,aE;RW,a+bE 
(Recall from Section 1 that rb(a) is defined as a- b’(a) b.) 
sidered the matrix (ai”(a a,, . . . . a, being a base (simple s 
in the sense of Jacobson [ 1,qp. 119-1211) for a iven classical. ~orn~~~rne~t 
ince any two classical complements of are isomorphic by some 
rphism of R, by Theorem 2.4, the matri (ay(ai)), (by(bi)) relative 
to bases a,, ..“) a,, and b,, . . . . b, of any two classical com~~ern~~ts are 
similar. In this sense, we refer to any such matrix (ay(aj)) with respect o 
any base a,, . . . . a, for any classical complement as a Cartan rn~~r~~ for 
Since p > 7, the Cartan matrix for R is nonsingu if and only if no 
irreducible component of a classical complement of is of type k 
6, / y1-k 1. Given this, we state the following result on t rsotsystem 
3.2. THEOREM (Winter [J]). Suppo that R has no section of type T2 
and let S be a classical complement of with base of simple roots n. Then 
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In any case, the module Z7r0,(R) is the trivial submodule of R, and the 
module Z7r(,,- I&R) is one dimensional. Thus by (3.2) we obtain 
(3.7) PROPOSITION. Under the hypothesis of (3.1), we have a direct sum 
decomposition 
fn particular, the modules of fixed poin ts given in (3.5) are TLi-module direct 
TP; 
,/ 
summands of Res ( T,,;JO n TPY (Ind 2 ( V)). r 
(3.9) Remark. The ring R is a local ring of the form k[ {xi}] where the 
(xi} are a suitable set of generators, and it is naturally a graded ring. The 
homogeneous components of R under this grading are invariant under the 
conjugation action of TL:. This gives rise to a second decomposition of R, 
R = @Ri, where Ri is the homogeneous component of degree i relative to 
the above grading. Each Ri has a decomposition analogous to (3.6), and 
the decomposition of R obtained from the decompositions of the Rls is a 
refinement of (3.6). One can use this to improve the decomposition (3.8). 
4. LIFTING, EXTENSIONS, AND FILTRATIONS 
(4.1) Lifting. If TL, is the Levi factor of a parabolic subgroup scheme 
TP,, then it is also the Levi factor of TP:. Thus we have two ways to 
inflate TL,-modules to modules for a parabolic subgroup scheme of TG,. 
Denote these inflation functors by Inf: A,,, -P dTP, and Info : AT=, + MTPp, 
respectively. 
The composition of inflation with induction is called lifting. IfTP, c TP: 
are two parabolic subgroup schemes of TG,, we obtain two lifting functors 
A TP; TL : A%‘~~, -+ Jll,,; and (A”)$ : ATM, + ATPi. When TP: = TG,, we 
denote these functors by A TL, and (A”),,, respectively. 
(4.2) Extensions. In this paragraph, we show that a large class of 
modules for TPF can be extended to rational modules for TG,. The exten- 
sions are not unique in general, but in one important special case, they are 
unique up to isomorphism. 
We let Q” = Ind$(k) and recall that Resz:$Q’) is the injective hull of 
the trivial UT,!-module. 
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(4.2.1) LEMMA. Let M be a rational TL,-module. Then the TPF-module, 
Ind$(M) N Info(M) Q Q” can be extended to a rational TG,-module. This 
extension is not unique in general. 
Proof. By (3.1), Resz6(A.,(M))-Ind$(M), so an extension is 
simply n TL,(W. 
I 
Suppose I is an injective indecomposable TG,-module. The restriction of 
I to TPF is also injective since TG,/TPF is alline [CPS 5, (2.1), (4.5)]. In 
general, it does not remain indecomposable. We write I= I, @I, 0, . . . . f,, 
where the Zis are injective indecomposable rational TPF-modules. 
Suppose S is an irf;educible rational TL,-module and QL(S) is its injec- 
tive hull. ThenOInd~~(Q,(S)) is a rational injective TPF-module. Since the 
socle of Ind cz(QJS)) = Q ’ is contained in the space of U,,;-fixed points 
of this module, it follows from (3.5) that Sot(Q) = Soc( QUrpF) = 
Soc(Q,JS)) = Info(S), hence 
Ind$(Q,(S)) is the injective hull of Info(S). 
It follows that each of the modules Z, has an extension to a TG,-module, 
hence Ress(1) h as at least two distinct extensions to a TG,-module 
whenever s; 1. It is clear that examples where s > 1 occur in all types of 
rank at least wo, hence the proof of the lemma is complete. 
(4.2.2.) PROPOSITION. Let M be a finite dimensional rational TL,-module. 
Let AO~ X and Z = A + ZZ,. If M is Z-generated, then the TPF-module 
IndFz(M) has an extension to a rational TG,-module which is unique up to 
isomorphism. 
Proof Suppose V is a rational TG,-module with 
Res?( V) N Info(M)@ Q”. 
By (2.2.3) and (3.7), it follows that n,( I’) 2: Info(M)@ Soc(Q’) and that 
as an TL,-module we have a direct sum decomposition 
where Z’ is the complement of 2 in X. If 8 is a weight of the module 
Ii’,,(M), then the sum of 8 and any non-negative integer linear combination 
of roots for root subgroups in UTpr is an element of Z’. Hence LT,,( I’) is 
in fact a TP,-submodule of I’, and the quotient map V+ V/~,(V) is a 
homomorphism of TP,-modules onto Info(M) @ Soc( Q’). By universal 
mapping, we obtain a homomorphism of TG,-modules, V + .4 TL,( M). This 
homomorphism is injective on the U,;-socle of V, hence it is injective. 
Now a dimension count shows it is surjective. 
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On the other hand, applying our above equation for rb(u) to h gives 
r,(a)@) = a(h) - 2(4h,)lWd) b(h) 
= a(h) - u(h,) b(h) 
since b(h,) = 2. Comparing, we see that w,*(u)(h) = r,(a)(h) are equal for 
all h. 1 
For any subset X of R, we let T(X) be the group of elements of G, which 
map L, into itself for u =0 and all a E Xn RC. Then T(R) is a closed 
normal subgroup of M(R). Moreover, it contains the products IV&Y) ~~(1) 
and wJs)-’ am for any nonzero s and t, by a straightforward argument 
using Lemma 3.3 and Theorem 3.4. Taking wb = wb( l), we can express 
where v(t) = w; r wJt) E T(R). This having been said, for any subset X of R, 
we define N(X) to be the subgroup of M(R) generated by 
Then N(X) contains w,(t) for all b EX~ RC. We then let W(X) be the 
factor group N(X)/T(R). 
The action of wt on R is the same as the action of the reflection rbof 
the Lie rootsystem R, by Theorem 3.4. So, we get the Weyl group B3(R) of 
the rootsystem R as a homomorphic image of the groups N(R). Since T(R) 
leaves each element of RC fixed, any action of N(R) factors to an action of 
W(R) on R. So, we have a surjective homomorphism from W(R) to ‘?IB( R). 
Since an element of the kernel of this mapping is represented by an element 
leaving invariant each L, for a E RC, and since such elements are in T(R), 
this kernel is trivial. So, our homomorphism is actually an isomorphism 
from W(R) to !lB(R). 
Similarly, we get the same type of thing for each classical complement of 
S, where the discussion goes along the same lines as in the case of complex 
semisimple Lie algebras. The phenomena for R amounts to a coherently 
patched together phenomena for the classical complements. Specifically, for
any classical complement S of R and any b E S, S is mapped into itself by
w$ and the action of w$ on S is the same as the action of the reflection rb
of the Lie rootsystem R on S, that is, w$ Is = rb Is. So, we get the Weyl 
group of the classical rootsystem S as a homomorphic image of the groups 
N(S). As in the case of R above, the action of N(S) factors to an action of 
W(S) on S, since T(R) leaves each element of S fixed. So, as in the case 
of R, we have an isomorphism from W(S) to BI(S). 
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We also define V(X) as the group generated by the set of products 
i wbw,+b/bEXnRC, FERN, a-bbE 
Since bEXnRC, aERW, a + b E R implies that a + b E RC, V(X) is a sub- 
group of W(X). In particular, itfollows that V(X) normalizes a, s 
U(X) = V(X)/T(R) is a group. Under the isomorp~ism from 
(Ji), U(R) is mapped isomorphically to o(R). e now can lift 
Theorem 6.8 of Winter [4] from Aut R to Aut L as follows, using 
Theorem 3.4. 
3.5. THEOREM. Suppose that R has no section of type T, and let S be a 
classical complement of L with base of simple roots Z. Then 
1. W(R) and 2%(R) are canonically isomorphic, and this ~sornor~~~srn 
induces a canonical isomorphism from U(R) to 8( 
2. W(n) = W(S); 
3. U(E) = U(S), U(S) is normalized by 
and W(R) = W(S) U(S). 
Although the equation 
relates the actions of !IB(R) on R and W(R) on L, the relation between t 
action of 2B(R) on R and the inner automorphism action of W( 
G = Aut L is not so close. About the best that can be done easil 
exponentiate the relationship g(L,) = Lgeca) for a classical compl 
using the equation g(exp ad x) g-l = exp ad g(x). 0f course, this 
that whenever the WeyE group ‘%3(R) of R acts transitively on the c 
complements S of R, the Weyl group W(R) acts transi 
automor~hisms on the classical complements G, of Aut L. 
this is true when the Cartan matrix of R is nonsingular, b
which gives us the following version of Levi’s T eorem for algebraic groups 
of characteristic 0. 
3.6. THEOREM. When the Cartan matrix of R is nsnskngzclar, the classicai 
complements G, of the algebraic group Aut L are conjugate. 
The G, are contained in a special part of Aut L whose Lie algebra has 
eal which we are able to study structurally, in the next section. 
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4. AN IDEAL IN THE LIE ALGEBRA OF THE GROUP InnerAut(L,H) 
Whereas the group GR =Inner Aut L is generated by the closed 
connected one parameter groups 
we consider the subalgebra I generated by the one-dimensional Lie 
algebras L, of these U, (for a E RC, e, EL, - (0)). 
We show first hat Z is an ideal of L. For this, it suffices to prove that 
Z is normalized by the Witt core L, of L, since L = L,+ I. So, consider 
aeLW- (0) and bELc. If a+bER, then a+bERC, as one sees from the 
classification of rootsystems of rank 2. It follows that [L,, Lc,] c I. On the 
other hand, [L,, Lb] = 0 if a + b is not in R. Using this, we see that ad L w 
maps a generating set for the algebra Z back into Z, from which it follows 
that L, normalizes Z. So, Z is an ideal of L. 
The U, (for a E RC) stabilize the ideal Z, since they consist of exponen- 
tials of inner derivations by elements of Z. So, the group G, stabilizes Z. The 
subalgebra Lie G, of the Lie algebra Der L of derivations of L contains Lie 
U, = ad L, for all a E RC. It follows that, Lie G, contains the Lie sub- 
algebra ad Z of Der L generated by the ad L, (for a E RC). Since the group 
GR stabilizes the ideal Z, its Lie algebra Lie G, stabilizes Z.It then follows 
that 
[Lie G,, ad Z] c ad Lie G,(Z) c ad Z, 
so that 
1. ad Z is an ideal of Lie G,. 
Since G, is an algebraic group with a Cartan subgroup C, containing a
maximal torus of T(R) containing the torus T generated by the elements 
wb(s)-’ am (for nonzero scalars , t and bERC), its Lie algebra Lie G, 
has Cartan subalgebra C containing Lie T and classical Lie algebra 
quotient Lie G,/(Solv Lie GR) with classical Cartan subalgebra C 
containing Lie Ideals and quotients of classical Lie algebras are classical, 
as one easily verifies from the definition fclassical Lie algebra, Seligman 
[2, p. 281. Since 
(ad Z+ Solv Lie G,)/Solv Lie G, 
is an ideal of the classical Lie algebra Lie G,/(Solv Lie GR), it follows that 
(ad Z+ Solv Lie GJSolv Lie G, 
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is a classical Lie algebra. By the fundamental homomorphism theorem, 
ad Z/J is a classical Lie algebra where J is the intersection f a 
Solv Lie 6,. Since J is solvable, it is contained in Solv ad Z. So, s’ 
(Solv ad Z)/J is a solvable ideal in a classical Lie algebra, it is 0 
Soiv ad I= J. It follows that ad Z/J= ad ZSolv ad Z, so that ad Z/Solv a
is a classical Lie algebra. Since Solv Z contains the center of Z, 
Z/Solv Zand ad Z/ad(Solv I) are isomorphic. It follows that ad( 
be the solvable radical of ad Z, so that ad(Solv I) = Solv ad 
Z/Solv Z and ad ZSolv ad Z are isomorphic, from which we conclude that 
2. Z/Solv Zis a classical Lie algebra. 
Since (Solv Lie G,)’ is nilpotent, by the Lie l&in theorem for the 
connected solvable radical Solv G, of the alge c group G,, it follows 
that 
3. (Soiv Z)2 is nilpotent. 
5. THE STRUCTURE OF z 
We now use the ideal ad Z of Lie Inner Aut(L, N) and its properties to 
prove 
REOREM. Let (L, H) be a symmetric Lie algebra over a field of 
istic p > 7. Assume that (L, H) has no section of type T,. Then 
s a subalgebra Lw and an ideal Z such that 
(1) L = L w + Z and L w,Solv L w is a symmetric Lie algebra with 
rootsystem isomorphic to R w and L w n Z c Solv L w; 
(2) Z has a Levi decomposition Z= L, @ Solv Z where S is any classid 
complement of RW in R, L, is a classical Lie algebra of type S, and (Solv Z)2 
is nilpotent. 
Proof. We take Lw to be the Witt core of (Z+ H) intro 
Section 2, and we let Z be the ideal introduced in Section 4. Since 
R=RWvRC, 
we have 
L=LW+Z. 
We now prove that L w/Solv Lw is symmetric with 
relative to H + Solv Lw. For this, it suffices to 
w- (O}, e,e Lt,, e,E Li, h,= [e-,, e,] with a(h,)# 
48, :I 34%9 
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an element of Solv Lw. Suppose, to the contrary, that h, E Solv L “, under 
such circumstances. Then L, = [h,, L,] and L-, = [A,, L-J are 
contained in Solv Lw, so that Solv Lw contains the semisimple algebra 
kec, + kh, + ke,. This is not possible, however, so we must conclude that 
h, is not an element of Solv Lw, as we set out to show. Consequently, 
Lw/Solv Lw is a symmetric Lie algebra with Witt rootsystem Rw. 
We next proceed to show, for any classical complement S of R W in R, 
that I=L,+SolvIwhere Ls=C,,s([L_,, L,]+L,), that L,is a classi- 
cal Lie algebra, and that LWn I is solvable. Since the generators L, (for 
a E RC) of the ideal I are .one dimensional, by Theorems 2.2 and 2.3, 
L*n Z, L,, I do not change when we replace L by L, + CaGRp (,,) LL. 
(Recall that Li = (X EL, 1 [h, x] = a(h) x for all h EL,}.) Also, LWn Z, L,, 
I do not change when we replace L by L2. By the first of these two observa- 
tions, we may assume, with no loss of generality, that ad L, acts diagonally 
on C,, RP lo) L,. By the second, we may assume, with no loss of generality, 
that L = L2. Since 
L=L,+ c L, 
PER-{0} 
and L=L2,we have 
Lo = CL,, Lo1 + CL, &I. 
UER-{O} 
It follows that ad Lo acts diagonally (as well as by nilpotent rans- 
formations) on the subset CatR- (oj CL-,, L,] of Lo as well, so that 
adLoCa..-joj CL-,, L,] = 0. From this, we see that 
CL,, Lo1 = CLOY CLOY Loll + Lo, c CL-,, La1 = CL02 CL02 Loll 
UER-{0} I 
and 
CLOY Lo1 = CL,, CL,, Loll. 
It follows from this and the nilpotency of Lo that [L,, Lo] = 0. But then 
Lo= CLo,Lol+ c CL,U= 1 CL-,,L,l 
asR-{0) UER-{O} 
and ad Lo acts diagonally on all of L. 
It is easy to show that we may assume without loss of generality that L 
has center 0. This enables us to imbed L isomorphically via ad in the 
derivation algebra Der L of L as ad L. Consider the p-closure ad L of ad L 
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in Der L and take K to be any Cartan subaigebra of the centraiizer 
torus ad L, in ad L. One then easily verities that K is a Cartan suba 
of ad L which centralizes ad L,. 
Consequently, K stabilizes the rootspaces L, (for aE 
to the Cartan subalgebra Lo. Since I is generated by the one dimensional 
rootspaces I&r a E RC), it follows, in particular, that K acts diagonally 
on I. Since ad L/ad L is abelian with Cartan subalgebra (K-i- ad L)jad L, 
we have adL=K+adL. 
We now show that K + ad I is a restricted subalgebra of ad L. Taking t 
weight space decomposition 
K+adI=K+ 1 adP,(K) 
aaQ 
Of K on K + ad I and an element x E In(K) (for a E 
IK x] c k ad x (set of scalar multiples of ad x). The rea 
that K acts diagonally on I, as we have seen. 
8 = [ . . . [K, ad x], . . . . ad x] = [ 
It follows from the self-normalizing property of Cartan subalgeb 
(ad x)” is contained in the Cartan subalgebra 1% Consequently, the 
+ I is spanned by elements whose pth powers are contained in 
the theory of restricted Lie algebras of Jacobson [I, pp. 187-I 
follows that K + ad I is a restricted subalge 
Since K + ad I is a restricted subalgebra 
ad 1 is contained in K + ad I. Conseq 
M = K n ad 1. Since h4 E K, M acts diagon how now that, nn 
fact, ad M acts diagonally on ad I, so that ad A4 is a torus in the restricted 
Lie algebra ad I. For this, let J be the centralizer ofM in ad I and consider 
the subalgebra 
J+adl=J+ d,(K) 
ate 
of ad I. Then for x E I,(K), a E Q we have 
[M,adx]=kadx, 
[I . . KM, ad x], . . . . ad x] = [ 
It follows, as in the preceding paragraph, that J+ ad I is a restricted 
subalgebra of ad I. But then J+ ad I equals the p-closure a 
adI=J+adi, [M,J]=O, and A4 acts diag lly on 1, it follows that 
ad M acts diagonally on ad I. In particular, ad acts diagonally on M, so 
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that ad M(M) = 0 and M2 = 0, since M is nilpotent. This. establishes that 
ad h4 acts as a torus on ad I. 
Since ad M acts a torus on ad I, N= {DE ad 11 [M, O] =0} is 
the Fitting nullspace of ad M acting on ad I. Consequently, N is a 
self-normalizing subalgebra of ad I. By the same argument, ad K acts 
diagonally on ad Z. Since K is nilpotent and contains M, it follows that ad 
K centralizes ad M. But then N is stable under the action of ad K, and 
N= CneP N,(K) (weight space decomposition of N with respect o ad K). 
Let x E N,(K). Then [K, x] G kx implies that [K, x”] = 0. Since xp E N by 
the self-normalizing property of N, it follows that xp E N,(K) = K n N c 
Kn ad I= M. But then [xP, N] = 0, so that ad x is nilpotent on N. This 
establishes that the weakly closed set U,, P N,(K) of generators of N con- 
sists of nilpotent elements, so that N is nilpotent, by Jacobson [ 1, p. 331. 
We now have shown that N is a self-normalizing subalgebra of ad I and N 
is nilpotent, so that N is a Cartan subalgebra of ad I. 
We now can show that M is a maximal torus of ad I. For this, it suffices 
to show that M is a maximal torus of its centralizer N in ad I. Since N is 
restricted with central toral ideal M, it suffices, by Winter [5], to show 
that the restricted Lie algebra N/A4 consists of nilpotent elements. As 
shown in the preceding paragraph, N = C,, P N,(K) and the pth powers of 
the elements of UaEP ad N,(K) are contained in ad M. We again invoke 
the results of Jacobson [l, p. 331 to conclude that N/M consists of nilpo- 
tent elements. Thus, M is a maximal torus of ad I. 
We now know that the p-closure ad I of ad I in Der L has the form 
ad L = M + ad I where M = Kn ad I and M is a maximal torus of ad I. 
Moreover, ad I and A4 stabilize the ideal Solv I of Z. We let Solv denote the 
p-closure of the radical Solv ad I of ad I and we consider the quotient -- 
D = ad I/Solv and its ideal C = (ad I+ S&)/m. Note that C is canoni- 
cally isomorphic to the classical Lie algebras ad I/Solv ad I, I/Solv I. This 
follows from the fundamental homomorphism theorems by the following 
argument. We know from Section 4 that I,,Solv I is classical. Since it is 
isomorphic to 
ad I/Solv ad I: 
the latter is also classical. The algebra C is isomorphic to ad I/ad J where 
ad J is the intersection fad I and Solv. Since ad J is contained in Solv ad I 
and conversely, we have ad J= Solv ad I. It follows that C is isomorphic to 
ad Z/Solv ad I, as we had asserted. By Seligman [2, p. 481, the classical Lie 
algebra C is restricted. Since C has center 0, this restricted structure for C 
is unique. Consequently, C is a restricted i eal of the restricted Lie algebra 
D. 
Since ad Z= M + ad I and A4 is a maximal torus of ad I whose centralizer 
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N is a Cartan subalgebra of ad I, M* = (M + m)/m is a maximal torus 
of D and N* = (N + %6)/m is a Cartan subalgebra of inter [S], 
and D = M* + C. Since C is a restricted i eal in D and N* is a Cartan 
subalgebra of D, we see as in the fourth preceding paragraph, that the 
Fitting null space C, of ad (N* n C) in C is a Cartan subalgebra of C. 
Since C is classical, it follows that C, is a torus. For if it were not, we could 
extend the ground field to the algebraic losure and get a c 
algebra having a Cartan subalgebra which is not a torus. 
impossible by the conjugacy of Car-tan subalgebras in th 
established in Seligman [Z, p. 1141. Si 
centralizes CO, it follows that CO C M*. 
M*nC=C,=N*nC. 
Since D = M* + C with M* c N* ED, we have 
N*=M*+N*nC=M*+C,= 
This establishes that M* = N* and M* is a toral Cartan su 
such that C, = M* n C is a Cartan subalgebra of C. 
Since we reduced to the case where ad LO acts diagonal1 
is contained in the Cartan subalgebra K of ad 1, by an easy argument. Bn 
fact, have K n ad L = ad L,, since L, is a Cartan s~balgebra of L. 
co= *nCwhere M=KnadL. Since 
C= (adIfm)/%%, 
it follows that 
C,=((KnadI)+m)/%&. 
Since 
KnadI=(KnadL)nadI=adL,nadI=adI,, 
where I, = L, n I, it follows that C, = (ad I, + m)/m. 
We now take a E R - (0) and consider the corresponding 
C, = (ad L, + %%)/m. 
Tf a E RC (the case where a is a classical root), then we ave k, = 1, (inter- 
section of L, and I) and then 
C’“‘=C_ +[C- a c]+C n> a a 
is isomorphic to 
L’“‘=L- +[L- a L ]+L a, a CI 
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(which in turn is isomorphic to z), since 
C(“) = (ad L(“) + S&)/S& 
and 
ad ~5’“’ n Solv = { 0} 
(by the semi-simplicity of L@‘). Suppose next that a E R w (the case where 
a is a Witt root). When we pass from a to a*: C, -+ k defined by 
a*(ad h + Solv) = a(h) (for h E I,), we consider the two possibilities a* = 0 
and a* #O. If a* =O, then [lo, Z,] =0 and CC,, C,] =0 implies that C, is 
contained in the Cartan subalgebra 
C, = (ad Z, + S&)/?%& 
SinceI,n I, = (0) and S& is a sum of weight spaces for M, it follows that 
Z, E Solv. Suppose next that a* # 0 and choose h E Z, such that a(h) # 0. 
Then the ideal Z contains [L,, h] = L, for i= 1, . . ..p - 1. But then it 
follows that the rootsystem R* = {a* ) a E R} of C with respect to C, 
contains the roots O*, a*, . . . . ( p - 1) a*. But then 2a* is a root in R* and 
the rootsystem R* is not a reduced classical rootsystem. We claim that this 
cannot be. For if it did, then by extending the ground field to the algebraic 
closure, it could happen also over an algebraically closed field. Then C 
would be a classical Lie algebra over an algebraically closed field. In this 
setting, by the conjugacy of Cartan subalgebras of Seligman [2, p. 1161, 
the rootsystem of C with respect o euery Cartan subalgebra is reduced 
classical. This is a contradiction which forces us to conclude that the case 
a* # 0, a E RW never occurs. We conclude that the rootsystem 
R* = {a* 1 a E R} of C with respect o C, coincides with 
and that a* = 0* for all a E R w. It follows that the algebra 
is contained in Solv I. From this, it follows that LWn Z is solvable and, 
therefore, iscontained in Solv Lw. 
We now let S be a classical complement of R w in R and consider the 
subalgebra L, = C,, s (CL-,, L,] + L,) of I. Then L, is a classical Lie 
algebra, by Theorem 2.2. Consequently, L, n Solv Z= (0). We now 
proceed to show that Z= L, + Solv Z. We know that Z/Sol Z is a classical 
Lie algebra with Cartan subalgebra I,, = Cne,+ CL-,, L,], since 
C= (ad Z+ ?&%)/%i? is a classical Lie algebra with Cartan subalgebra 
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C, = (ad Z, + %%)/m. Also, by identification of C an 
seen that the Cartan decomposition of 
z* = Z/Solv z
is 
I” = 1 z,*, 
IPER* 
where 
(1) a* is the function on I$ = (Z, + Solv Z)/SoHv I define 
a*(h + Solv I) = a(h) (for a E R); 
(2) a*=Oifa~R~anda*#Oifa~BP~; 
(3) R*= {a*JaER}. 
Since RGR~+S and a*=0 for a6:RW, it fo 
the set S* = (a* 1 a E s}. Finally, since a” # 
a”#O* for all a* 6RC), the Cartan decomposition for 1” is 
I* =Ca*ES* I$. Taking any a E S- (01, we have 
(1) (Z, + Solv Z)/Solv Zc Z,*, and dim Z,*, = 1; 
(2) Z,nSolvZ= (0) ( . since IL, + [IL,, Z,] + I, is sem~sim~~.e). 
It follows that ((I, + Solv Z)/Solv Z= I$) for all ok E 5’ and, consequently, 
that 
Z/Solv z= 2 z,* = c (Zfi + Solv Z)/Sollv z = (I, + Solv B)/Solv 1. 
CZES aes 
Thus, I = I, + Solv Z as asserted. 1 
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